1011 Torrential Rain – 3rd Work Report of Central
Emergency Operations Center
I. Time: October 14, 2017 at 18:30
II. Place: Central Emergency Operations Center (CEOC)
III. Chairman: Director, Shen Jong-Chin Recorded By: Lee Ju-Huang
IV: Reported Matters: omitted
V: Directions from the Director:

1. In the aspect of transportation: because of continuous rains
for many days, mountain areas and provincial highway No.
7 have roads interrupted. Please pay attention to local
people’s safety and full supply of living material. The
relevant road repairs shall be finished as scheduled.
2. In the aspect of mudslide: As estimated by the Central
Weather Bureau, in the future mountain areas still might
have intermitten heavy rains. The rainfalls at northern and
eastern areas are still accumulated. Red and yellow
mudslide warning zones are still increased. The team of
agriculture, forestry, fishing and animal husbandry shall
remind the local governments of fulfilling the
implementation of necessary evacuation.
3. In the aspect of vegetable prices: The team of agriculture,
forestry, fishing and animal husbandry shall grasp the
prices of people’s living supply and adjust the market
supply and demand at proper time.
4. In the aspect of accommodation: The accommodation team
shall grasp the information of special weather report about
rainfalls. When the tribes in the mudslide warning zones
still have potential danger, the accommodation works must
be made well.
VI: Prompts from the Premier:
1. Though typhoon “Khanun” did not land in Taiwan, the
effect of the peripheral circulation accompanied with
northeast monsoon have caused the cumulative rainfall up
to start the mechanism of the Central Emergency

Operations Center. Last night (13th) at 11:30, Level 2
Emergency Operations Center was established to fully
grasp the impact of torrential rain and response actively.
Thanks for the effort from all the colleagues. Thank you
very much for all your hard work.
2. The blocked roads at the provincial highway No. 7 has
caused inconvenience to the living of people. Tonight (14th),
please pay more attention to the supply of people living
material. For the related road repair schedule, please
complete it as scheduled.
3. At present, there are only 19 households wth suspended
electricity, but Taipower Co has been asked to repair and
recover power supply as soon as possible.
4. Please take the initiative to provide the latest rescue progress
and response action made by the government to the media
for people’s convenience to understand government’s effort
for response. For each disaster reported by the media,
please make the necessary description and explanation at
any time.

